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Introduction 

Cargo Loss Prevention - The Egyptian Experience 

by Mr" Fathy Youssef 

.. Insurance industry is considered as the main ba'sis of economic status 

in all nations. · It therefore follows the ,improvement of economic and social 
'\ 

activities,around the'world. Such improvement made insurance covers wider· 

in types ·and quantity. New risks were introduced and insurance had, to·· sti1::1.dy 

them to find the adequate conditions and premiums. 

<Abtually; aspects of insurance industry are not restricted to the issue 

of insurance covers and the 0ollection of preniiums, but it essentially aims 

at miniliizatldri of loss by allowing':tebates c::if premiums-in case'of pre

cautions. tak~n for loss prevention, by- 'giving advice dn the 
1
'bes'-t' way~ :foi- ' 

losS':prevention, and by direct inter❖eritid~ tominiliize the ·ddrisequ~nt'.i:a:1 

losses. 

Marine cargo insurance:represents an'impdrts.nt part in insurance acti

vities. -This is a brief report on the measures. undertaken by the Egyptian 

Insurance Sector ,tn order to minimize cargo losses over a per.i,od of more 

than ten years. Suchmeasu:i;:es gave the best results upon different types 

of insured goods, in spite of the hr:,,rd conditions in ,.rhich this sector 

operates. This is what may be called, as mentioned before, a direct inter

vention from insurers to minimize consequential losses. 

1- Efforts deployed for loss minimization on marine cargQ 

forigin - Institution of specialized Office) 

Importe~ and exported goous, insured or not, are exposed to great hazards 

during the different st~ges of loading, transport, discharge, until arrival 

at the final destination'at consignee's warehouse. 

Risk are various and more or less important, but indirectly they have 

an adverse influence on the national economy. 

The importance of loss preven~ion in increasing specially in the deve

loping countries, which are struggling in a great battle for development to 

achieve its goals. Their success in this achievement depends on their capa

bility to mobilize all their efforts in this battle and in the best way of 

investing them. 

As the Insurance Sector through the Egyptian Insurance Companies 

is bearing directly losses due to damage and shortage sustained by the goods 
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during the ,•q,rious stages of transpr-rt and handling, 2'1d therefore these 

losses <'~E influence the ne.tional economy 1 i t is quite understandable that 

this Sector tries to face this problem by finding out its best practical 

solution. 

Hence, a committee was fonned by the Egyptian Insurance Organization. 
•• .,., ••• .,,. n•••• •••- •-- ➔•••~ 

to study the matter. This study revealed the importance of setting up a 

non-profit-making body to devote its entire efforts to ,the investigation, 

prevention and minimization of losses in Egypti~n:.:po:r;taJ:J:':i'.Uhi~a]wa;ct to.etlle.-si

gna ture of an agre~ent among the Egyptian Insurance_Companies on June 17, 
1967, wherepy the Cargo Supervision & Surveying Office of A.R.E. was esta

blished. The Office started its functions on Januar;y- 15, 1968. 
As a result of the success.achieved in this field, for which aim it 

was established, it became necessary to strengtb,en it, to give it all sup

poxt required.to accomplish its functions in a.way to preserve its autonomy .... ' ' 

and its independent structure. Therefore, the Ministry of Insurance, issued 

Order,N° 47 in 1973 establishing a joint office betwee11:insu~'.3-nce r~gistered 

companies in the country with the name of CARGO SUPERVISION & SURVEYING OF 

A.R.E •• Tb,is order stipulated that the Office maintains its .independent 

entity. 

A statute was drawn up to regulate the Office's functions, purposes 

and the way of its administration: 1d finance. 

Delegates from Egyptian Insurance and Reinsurance Comp~nies and 

Insurance Organization are on the Board of Directors of the Office. 

Insurance companies finance the Office. and bear its expenses with a pro

portion taken out of marine insurance premiums. 

By the issue of Republican Decree N° 221 in 1976, the Egyptian 

Insurance Organization was reinstituted and among its-competence was in

cluded the supervision of insurance federations and pools, as well as 

the Cargo Supervision & Surveying Office of A.R.E •• The decree stipulates 

that the General Mai:?,ag~I' of the Office, in hi8 professional quality is to 

be also a member of the board of the Organization. 

No doubt, an office for loss. prevention with good possibilities. to 

function can, in the long run, achieve the following aims 

1. Reduction of marine insurance premiums 

.2. Improvement of reinsurance conditions_ 

3. Reduction of cost· of imported goods 

4. Prompt delivery of goods in good condition to consignees 

5. Quick delivery of production equipment and commoditi~s, in due 

quantity and time. 
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In our opinion, loss minimization is not the responsability of a sole 

parj,y,but all parties concerned have to c0~nperate in all stages of the 

voyage and precautions must be taken all through the transit, as every 

move of the goods involves a peril which may result in a loss ; ~li parties 

have t.o take all possible precauti1t.ns to, protect the goods in transit. 

Naturally, there are some risks which cannot be prevented, such as 

act::\ of God, sinking,fire, etc., but it remains:>posaiblertor:m.:illJ.aliilifleithm. 

At the same time most of the risks may also be prevented by taking the 

necessary steps and precautions. 

Loss prevention must therefore be considered as an activity incorpo

rated into all stages of the transport of goods, and not as an independent 

part, beginning only after the incident. The establishment of the Office 

should not be construed as exempting all other pE.rties from taking all -~ 
necessary measures to minimize losses ; otherwise, the Office w•uld have 

to bear the full brunt of loss prevention action, which certainly was not 

the intention when the Office was established. 

2- Improvement_ of activities of the loss prevention office in A.R.E. 

Difficulties met during- the fulfilment of its duties 

The Mir.i.s;l;e_rial. Order issued to incorporate the CARGO SUPERVISION & 

SURVEYING OFFICE OF A.R.E. specified the scope of its activities as follows 

l!The Office is to supervise and survey imported and exported goods in 

the ports of A.R.E. during.loading, unloading and storage within customs 

warehouses or in annex customs area, and to attend, in co-operation with 

other authorities, to all formalities with a view to preventing or minj,.mi

zing cargo lesses!I. 

The functions of the Office can be summarized as f:tllowing 

1. To follow the ~hips' arrival at and departure from the Egyptian ports, 
\ 

t• record the c-•nsignments listed. en the manifest of every ship and to note 

the details of imported and exported goods. 

2. To supervise the procedure of loading and discharge of the goods to and 
~ 

from the ships •r floating barge~ or pontoons; to record all damages; and, 

to ~ake all necessary steps for their safety and protection. 

3. To supervise the ~?pds during transport from barges or quays up to 

customs warehouses and annexed customs areas until they are stored; to 

attend to their disposal and to rec,;;ird their condition at every stage; ··and, 

to take the necessary steps for the safety of the goods including repairing 

the damaged packages or recondi t::Loning the goods. 
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4- To take the necessary and ,suitable procedure fvr iss11ing the letter of 
: ~ i 

reserves, within the legal time-limit, against the party responsible· for the 

loss, on behalf of whom it may concern, without prejudicing their legal rights. 
. " " 

5. To inform promptly the insurance companies of any damage caused to the 
~ ... 

insured goods and to prepare the relative detailed survey report, describing 

shortage and_ loss and their causes, after having made all necessary recordings ., :. 

at every stage of transport from time of arrival up to the time of clearance 

from customs. 

6. To resort to scientific and technical expertise in the different 

specialisations 1 to conduct studies and research relative to the Office's 

activities. 

7. To prepare technical studies based on the actual handling processes 

in order to discover the recurring causes of damage to the g~ods, in order • to take the necessary measures to minimize them. 

In addition to the aboveTmentioned activities, the Office also acts 

as Claim's Agents for 230 Arab and foreign insurance companies. The Office 

carries, out surveys of goods insured on behalf of these companies, upon ap

plication from consignees in case of loss or damage to the goods, and issues 

the relative survey reports which constitute the basis for the settlement of 

claims. 

The Office also acts as claims settling agents for some of these 

companies, by preparing and effecting settlement of the claims. 

We must also mension that, in several cases where tla Office was 

specially requested by insurers abroad to supervise the goods fr0m the time of 

discharge from the ships until final delivery to consignees, the results 

obtained were excellent! either no loss at all, 0r-a very reduced loss with 
. ~ 

all rights and responsability duly reserved . The Office received several 
• 

letters .of congra,_tula tions and enrouragement from L1surers satisfied with 

our efforts, 
~ . ~ 

An example of the Office's activities are surveys at consignees' 

final stores and the issuing of relative reports; surveys are carried out 

for. enti.re. shipments of steel pipes and eq11ipment destine~ to the SUMED 

(Suez - Mediterranean) Pipeline Project from discharge at port up to the 

sites •. For these surveys the Office has a,ssigned .. a representative at the . 
suppliers' factory and the port of loading to ~ececta±n any damage and its 

It 

causes. ... 
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Owing to its experience in protecting the goods, thE: Office lends its 

services to navigation companies and consignees for trepair and replacement 

of the damaged packing, in nrder to minimize the loss. 

At first, when the Office was established it was to supervise shipments 

insured with Egyptian insurance companies, since these alone were to bear 

all its expense~:, but in practico this attitude soon proved impossible, 

because the Office found it difficult to detemine at time of discharge wn 

whether the goods arri \' a:ng were imported on FOB or CH' terms. Therefore all 

consignments were supervised irrespective of where the insurance cover was 

effected., However, this increases enc::ltlously the work load of the Office. 

The Office cannot supervise all the goods, which is beyond all its possibi

lities and is also entailing overhead expenses which cannot be borne by 

the insurance sector alone. A remedy for this problem must be found, 

The following figures show the number of ships from which goods were 

discharged at Alexandria in 1977, compared with the year 1970 .: 
Year Number of shi:2 Number of consignments Cargo-Tons 

1970 1606 51404 3'351'104,-

1977 2458 59152 10 1124 1,190.-
·, ( 

These figures reflect the continuous rti.a..e iin v'Viilmne oo""f t:th,e,l'MCltt 

accomplished by the Office. 

The Office 1sc.tctidties were not restricted to the port of Alexandria 

only, but they were extended to include Safaga port as from August 12, 1969, 
then Fort Said as from the end of the year 1975, when the Suez Canal was 

reopened, and at last the port of Suez as from March 1977, 
The Office 1 s representatives on quays supervise imported goods and, due 

to the difficulties of covering all ships at the same time, they pay special 

attention to insured consignments which may be easily identified through the 

insurance policies already submitted to them, or through knowledge Mkinagh 

from experience of tre kinds of goods or the individual consignees. They 

also give special attention to apparently damaged goods, even when their 

insurance is unknown to them. 

Supervision consists of 

1. Stating the condition of goods by different means joint surveys with 

carriers, customs, stevedores - Police :irrocer•:,:;.-Verbals). 

2, Giving preliminary report on each case 

3~ Repairing broken, spilling or leaking rontainers (casef:l - bags - drums, 

etc.) or reconditioning contents of damaged packages into new packings 

to minimize losses. 
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4. Senchng ldtE:rs of protest to the responsible parties within 48 hours 

from discharge of goods and delivery to customs stores. 

5. Sending the preliminary advice of loss to local insurance companies 

within 20 days from the end of discharge, so that they can institute 

the necessary legal action against carriers in due time. Such proce

dures enable the insurance companies to take th& appro~riate recourse 

action against carriers, and to be indemnified as according to ·the 

Egyptian Law the recourse actin must be presented to the law Court 

within 31 days from .the date of sending a protest, which must be also 

sent within 48 hours from the date of discharge and delivory in customs 

warehouses. 

6. Attending final survey of damaged gocds in customs warehouses jointly 

with customs Officials before disposal, where needed repairing broken 

or s.pilling containers, up to final deliv:ery. 

After disposal of the goods,_a final survey report is issued. Such a 

reppr:t is considered an essential document in clalm settlements. 

The following figures sho.w the number of letters of protGst, preliminary 

loss advices and.,JinaJ.,,:re:p2lts issued as a result of supervision -,f goods in 

1977 compared with the year 1970 , 
lTIQ. .. 1YL1 

Letters of protest 15 908 26 237 
Preliminary loss advice 6 540 11 114 

Supervision :-: ;;;21 8 713 
These figures do, not include survey reports issued for foreign insurance 

companies or reports about final surveys at customers' site and reports about 

surveyed goods found in good condition on releas-e from customs areas. 

The quantity of work in the Office depends basically upon the spreading 

.cf. insurance cover granted by the Egypt.:j..an insurance comapnies. :Marine 
I 

premium$ increased 34,7% in 1977 compared to 1970 which reflect a great 

increase in the volume of work performed by the Office. 

As ithe workload increased, so the Office had to increase its labour 

force.. In 1970 it had 107 employees; this number was increased to 237 

in 1977. _It had also contributed to the improvement of conditions of 

handling of goods generalizing the use of modern methods and equipment 

for packing, repairing, bipding,_s_ted strapping,usinf°) ropes, glue, etc •. 

It also organized special training courses for its personnel. 
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3. IJifficul ties encountered E,Y the_ Office_ in perfonain_g_j. ts functions 

From the insurance industry's point of view, the establishment of the 

Office wa.s a natural development, since it had to bear the cost of shortages, 

losses and da□age to the goods. Direct intervention was necessary for loss 

prevention. On the other hand, the organizations operating in the port, 

responsible for the handing of goods, took a hostile position towards the 

Office, fearing that the Office would control them and then make them liable 

for all losses and damages, whereas in fact they stood to benefit from the 

loss prevention policy adopted by the Office. 

This was the beginning of the troubles and difficulties encountered by 

the Office. To perform its functions, the Office had to overcome these 

difficulties with patience and widsom in order to gain the mutual trust and 

understanding of other parties in the port, in order to improve its perfow.~:;;~

m<.:,ni:e ihs.,th~,g~nlri.J\"G'i.tl.tirest. 

The Office had to establish co-operation with these parties, and dispel 

any fear of partiality due to a conflict of interests, othe:rw-ise it could 

not fulfil its respon~ability of supervising the goods and preventing losses, 

without hannoneous and daily contact with all parties .in the port. In this 

context the Office's good relationship with the other parties constitutes _an 

important and fundamental achievement. 

In spite of these efforts, we cannot pretend that everything is running 

smoothly and properly; there is still a big difference between the reality. 

and our wishes. We do hope that this siftiaxmnnewill improve in the near 

future. We think that this will be possible only if the Office's respon

sibilities are defined more realistically, considering its work -as we 

said before - as an integral pa.rt of the process of cargo handling which 

must be undertaken ;~y all parties concerned. 
\ 

Here are the causes of difficulties met by the Office. 

a) Misinterpretation of the nature of the mission of the Office 

b) The establishment of the Office at the beginning was merely an agreement 

between insurance companies with no official set up. 
- -

c) The Office was established to safeguard the interests of insurance 

companies orily, by determining the party responsible for the damages 

sustained by the goods it is therefore understandable that organiza-

tions operating iri the port such as navigation companies, loading and 

discharging company and bonded warehouse company, who are most likely 

to be at fault are reluctant to co-opera1e with th,, Office. 
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The following , re ex, mplE:,s of the difficulties which h$.ve been encpun

tered by the Office in performing its duties ; 

i) The refus•· 1 of the n:= vig·· tion compFnies to supply ths Office with 

copies of ships I m"nifests. The Office w, s therefore unable to Pscer

tr in the kind of qu'·nti ties of the shipments '., nd the nemes of consig-

p.ees. 

=hi) The Office w=,s not - llowed to v rticipe te in the weighing 1rnd making the 

inventory of the drm:J.ged p.' reels in customs WE.rehouses. 

iii) The refusal of shipping agencies to make declarations nf goods in 

app~rently df.l.maged condi ti .rn_. 

i') Non-ad.mission of the Office's de1egate on board ship to supervise 

discharge of goods and repair cif damaged packing. 

v) 

vi) 

Non-compliance of stevedores with our supervisors' remarks for: ade

quate means for unloading good1:,. 

Non-admission of the Office's de1.,~gates to attend storage and s,tudy 

docu~ents in customs warehouses. 

vii) .Non-co-opl0iration of customs officials with the Office in declaring 

loss or damage due to improper storage and stowage. 

The problems met by the Office were reported by the General Insurance 

Organization -:;o the Ministery of Imr :·ance which attt.pted to solve them 

uand gave its fulJ. support to the Office to perform its functions in serving 

the insurance sector and the national economy~ 

The following results were attained; 

1. On June 1973, aE:.:.: s~d, before, the Ministry of Insurance issued 

a.n order establishing the Office as a joint venture between Egyptian 

insurance companies under the name of "Cargo Supervision & Surveying 

Office of A.R.E.", with an independent legal entity. 

2. The Ministry; of Mst.ri time Transport, in ]'ebn,ary 1974, convened a 

meeting, prEcsided over by the Chairman of the Gene-ral Organization of 

the Port of Alexandria, at which all organize.tions operating in the 

port were represented, together with ropresentatives from the Office, 

the Miristry of .Maritime Transport and the Ministry of Insurance, 

a) 

to discuss the methods which would enable the Office to. perform its 

activities successfully. The following decisions were adopted; 

Th8 Office Manag0r should parti~ipate in discuusions of the Adminis

tration Board of the General Organization of the Alexandria Port 

when dealing with ~uest.::.ons pertaining to the Office's activities in 

the port. 
= I , ~ .. , 

This opera ting in the port, in vhM of the fact that their 
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I'f;.;pr':-.sen~r;,tiVc-S 2.r"' lclC:,~,::,c..r~ of ,c~, ·. saicl 3oz·,:rc~ • 

. b) The Office should rC::cei vc copios of cargo manif(!Sts tJ:irough Customs 

AdrJinistration. 

c)· RGpresentatives of th0 Office must b8 prl=sent. with representatives 

from customs warehouses.and navigation companies, to sign and obtain 

copies of Inventory Sheds when inspecting and weighing damaged 

parcels. 

d) Ropresentayives of the Qffice have :thfi. .:ri'gtlt..i:l!ioo~o·'.l~n:..'ltlo&iN s~ips at 

any time, and have free access to the various customs warehouses. 

In addition, in order to secure the confidence of the other parties. 

operating in the port, the Office offers assistance to solve the probla~s 

of the daily work and the difficulties facing these parties,even if this 

assitance is outside the scope of its duties. 

As a result of this attitude ; 

1. The Office took part.in a special Committee, set up in 1975 by Minis

terial Decree, to eli~inate congestion of goods in the ports and the 

Offic0 had played an important role in this. campaign, greatly appreciated 

by the :Marine Transport 11inister and the competent authorities. 

2. The special Committee was transformed into a permanent Committee to re-

gulate ~ .1e daily work in the po::.t and to ~olve pro":lems occurring by 

holding weekly meetings to this effect; the OfficG is still a member 

of this Committee. 

3. The Office was invited to co-operate with various control organ~zations 

to study the work problems at the port and to ·suggest solutions to these 

problems. This co-operatiot;hf6~d to a good understanding of the role 

4. 

5. 

of the Office as a result of/these organizations "!.anted to consolidate 

and to strengthen the Office. 

Various port organizations approved and adopted the reconunendations 

made by the Off~ce for safeguarding tho goods, such as the presence 

of the Office's ddego.tes during customs officials' inspection of the 

condition of d.a.r:iaged goods due to fa.cul ty storage, stowage or open

-air stowage and storage. 

Often, organizations operating in the port consult the Office about 

problems, and disputes ~on~ themselves. 

6. A Committee hus been fq;rmcd by the port Organization and directia(j' by the 

Office to trace goods left in the open-air and request their removal by 

the consignees. Unclaimed goods are con~igned to the Government Sales 

Commission for sale by public auction and the proceeds are deposited 

in the Stat8 1 s Account. 
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This Committee also enables the Office to find goods declared lost by 

shipping companies and for which claims are reported to insurance companies. 

The short time-limit afforded by the Egyptian law for filing a claim 

against the carrier causes much troublo to the insurance companies and since 

1970 they are trying hard to obtain a legal extension of the time-limit to 

one year, as in the Brussels Convention. It is hoped this will be done in 

conjunction with promulgation of the new commercial maritime law now being 

drafted • 

. The question now is considering all these difficulties, has tliei.©ffice 

managed to accomplish its fwictions? The answer to this may be given by 

the insurance comp.:,nies which certainly realized benefits through the establish- ·i 
J 

ment of the Offi,ce and the lf'.ulfilment of its functions. / 

No doubt, the physical presence of the delegates of the Office in the 

ports and its supervision of goods in the absence·of the consignees gratly 

contributed to minimizing losses. Our as~t,( can be compared with a 

police office in an area where many accidents occur, obviously only the 

e;idstence, of our control results in avoiding accidents or at least decreasing 

them. 

Our. Office also set up research teams consisting of people with a 

wide experieEce in ca~O<OOi" :rres.eE_ ;h, studies and st tistics on different 

kinds of goods, recurring shortages and damages. These studies are of a 

great help to insurance comp:0 ,nies to adjust their conditions and premium~:; 

rates . 

. These studies, __ were of help in respect of various goods, such as 

bulk sulphur, insecticides, mineral oil., etc •• 

The Office is also concerned with the types of -goods which need 

special loss prevention actions, such as ; 

Insecticic>:.§.. The damaged drums, barrels and tins are transported by the 

Of:tice to a specialized factory for recondi tiod,ri.fL and 

then delivered to consignees in sound condition. Statistics 

show that losses for this type of goods have been reduced 

from 0,5% to 0,1%. 

The salvaged quantities of tea from the damaged cases are 

cleaned, repacked,' ins!Z)ec.ted: by thecfno<!l.coontrml and· .deJ:i.,vered 

to::;clilntdignees in an adequate condition. Over the past 4 

years the salvaged quantity of tea amounted to the value of 

L.E. 250 1000. 
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The SaJ.,JB proc,c;ch.._r_, is aC:.opt6d with r6spect to coffee, so 

that the salvaged quantities of coffee in the same period 

amounted to the value of L.E. 37'000.-
These are ~ome exarr1pl0s of the efforts deployed by the Office to minimize 

losses on cargoes, to the benefit of insurance companies. In the 0eantime 

we cannot pretend that we achi0ved all that we wished, but we are quite con

vinced that when the problems of the Office are solved it will reach its 

goals in the proper way. 

Finally, we can say that every experience has its positive and 

negative aspects the final results, however, show new additions to the 

experience, strengthen it, and give it new impetus to realize its scope. 

Before closing, I sincerely wish tLat UNCTAD with all its supporters 

will extend all their assistance and help to all parties interested in the 

establishment and organization of such Offices for Cargo Loss Prevention 

in all developing countries, also in obtaining for thGm the ,co-operation 

of all the Offices already operating successfully in the world, and, last 

but not least, in organizing special training courses and in granting 

scholarships for the education of the people directly involved in the mission 

of Cargo Loss Prevention. 

I now wiuh you all continued prcGress and success in your Marine Cargo 

Insurance activities. 


